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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Monogram journal letter E dot grid notebook with
evenly spaced 5mm dotted matrix. This 150-page notebook - sketchbook - planner diary is perfect
for bullet journal, hand lettering, calligraphy, zen tangles, doodling, planning daily activities,
organizing shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching, sketch notes, poetry, goal
setting. whatever you can imagine. The possibilities are endless! Great for horizontal, vertical,
diagonal and free-hand creativity. Includes name and contact page. The lovely soft cream color
paper is easy on the eyes. Dots are light enough to move to the background once each page is filled
in. Thicker than standard paperback paper means minimal ghosting. Bullet journal style dot grid
notebook features: 5.5 x 8.5 inch paperback 150 Pages 5MM dot grid matrix 26 dots across 42 dots
down - 6 dots per inch Name and contact page Easy wipe-clean glossy cover Printed on soft cream
color paper which is easy on the eyes.The cream paper is thicker than standard paperback paper
which means minimal ghosting. Each page is filled with light dots--dark enough to see, not too dark
to cover. Dots are light enough...
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It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV
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